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Cold Weather Dress Code 
Controversy 

Opinion 
Adelina R 

Have you ever been dress coded for wearing a          
jacket, beanie, hat, or a scarf because you were trying          
to keep warm during this unusually cold season? When         
it’s cold, Roosevelt administration and staff shouldn’t       
dress code a jacket, beanie/hat or a scarf because         
students need to keep warm during the cold season. 

This winter is unusual for California. Usually, we          
start seeing the sun in January or late February. Not this           
year! San Diego hasn’t seen rain like this in about 60           
years. Because of this, students at Roosevelt made the         
choice that any other student would make: to cover up          
and keep warm. 

Local retailers don’t know that Roosevelt has such a          
strict uniform policy and that students are only allowed         
to wear maroon,burgundy, white, grey and black. When        
it’s cold, Roosevelt administration and staff shouldn’t       
dress code a jacket, beanie/hat or a scarf because         
students need to keep warm during this unusually cold         
season. Therefore, I truly and strongly support the        
concept of Roosevelt administration and staff being       
more flexible and having grace for those students that         
don’t have clothing to keep them warm that is in school           
dress code color. 

One of the reasons that I think that Roosevelt          
administration and staff should be more flexible about        
dress coding students during the cold weather is that         
students get colder as the day progresses. This may         
only happen because Roosevelt staff asked them to take         
off a blue jacket that was intended to keep them warm           
until it got taken away or asked to be turned inside out.            
The outside of a fleece jacket doesn’t keep you warm!          
I’m not saying to let students wear whatever they         
would like. My point of view is to simply allow          
students to wear out-of-dress-code-colors when the      
weather gets cold and not have to look over their          
shoulders, worrying that they would get dress coded. 

Let’s suppose that a student walks on to campus,          
wearing the mandatory Roosevelt uniform. The only       
pieces of clothing that are considered to be out of dress           
code is a blue jacket and a burgundy beanie. They are           
feeling warm and good about themselves because they        
don’t have to be shivering with the cold one third of the            
day. Yet a Roosevelt staff comes up and taps them on           
their shoulder, requesting for them to take it off. Then          
the cycle continues. The student is prone to being upset          
that they were asked to take their warm clothing off.          
They spend the rest of the day cold. Most likely, they  

  

Who’s After the Oval Office in 2020? 
Eve H.

In the upcoming 2020 election many candidates will battle for the Oval Office. Current president                    
Donald Trump will be battling various Democratic candidates including Elizabeth Warren, Kamala Harris             
and Bernie Sanders. Will these Democrats hurt each other in the running? Will one of them claim the                  
election or will Trump win the next term? The polls are close, without a clear leader. The 2020 election                   
will be a fight until the polls close. 

The sole Republican candidate and current president Donald Trump is running for the office again.                
He plans to continue promoting many of his previous policies such as the border wall expansion and                 
immigration laws. According to the BBC, Trump’s campaign manager, Kellyanne Conway, has been vocal              
about her clear instructions to appeal to more of the country's women and minorities in an effort to swing                   
more Democratic votes to Trump’s side. Trump has also announced tax cuts for middle class citizens but                 
experts warn that the effect on the U.S. treasury could be catastrophic. 

Democratic Senator Bernie Sanders has quickly publicized his aims to win the election. Since               
Sanders lost the title of the primary Democratic candidate in his previous race for the presidency in 2018,                  
he is eager to begin his new campaign. After a decisive lead in the beginning of March, the Sanders                   
campaign is stumbling. As reported by CNN, from March first to March twenty-second, Bernie Sanders               
has dropped 12 points, making Kamala Harris a close second with only a four point gap to fill. Sanders                   
also hasn’t officially appointed a campaign manager. Sanders has announced a bill to provide free               
healthcare for everyone as well as plans to make public colleges and universities free and raising minimum                 
wage to $15, as stated by the BBC.  

Another powerful political figure with eyes on the presidency is Kamala Harris. As one of the few                  
women with aims to gain this political throne, she is not only a gender minority but also one of the few                     
black presidential candidates. She has quickly announced plans for universal healthcare but hasn’t             
disclosed the details to the public, states CBS News. Harris is in a close second place behind Sanders but                   
projections show that less than a tenth of democrats have cast their opinion in these early polls. That is less                    
than a twentieth of the total estimated population in the country, depicting that this poll is not representing                  
many americans’ opinions, stated Fox News. Recently appointed campaign manager, Craig Brown, is open              
about the Harris campaign efforts to appeal to many ethnic groups along with other minorities.  

Elizabeth Warren has quickly begun endeering herself to the middle class from the beginning of her                 
campaign. She has announced that she is only accepting donations from small corporations and families to                
avoid corruption. Despite this announcement’s popularity, she has only raised $300,000 according to The              
New York Times and running a political campaign requires money to gain name recognition and votes.                
When making this crucial decision, Warren went against her financial advisor’s advice, who quit later that                
day, stated the BBC. She continued to favor the middle class when she announced her bill to make it easier                    
to jail company heads for misconduct and fraud. Warren’s campaign manager, Roger Lau, has also               
managed both her senate races and is considered a powerful political operative. This choice reflects               
Warren’s appreciation of heart and loyalty in the people closest to her as Lau has been advising her                  
political career for ten years now.  
           The next election will determine the president who will be in office until 2024. The gaps between 
politicians are closing, leaving the race tight. Every vote will count to determine the next leader of our 
country. Minorities will fight for the highest political position of our country. Who do you believe should 
be the next president of the United States of America? 

The Chaos Caused by Venezuela’s 
Government 
  Josie Z.

 Venezuela is well known for its abundant oil reserves, a business that has been a reliable source of                   
income for the country. Despite this, Venezuela has become severely damaged by a growth in political                
instability that has caused resource shortages, starvation and protests by its people. While the government               
is trapped in a chaotic fight for control, many people are just struggling to get by in their everyday life. 

Venezuela’s supposedly democratically elected president, Nicolás Maduro, was elected for the first             
time in November 2013 and won again last year. However, many people around the world believe that the                  
2018 election was illegitimate. One reason why people suspect the results of the 2018 election were false is                  
due to hyperinflation that has caused lots of harm to Venezuelans. According to a graph from the                 
International Monetary Fund, inflation reached up to 2,400% in 2017. This amount of inflation came with                
very harsh consequences for its people, especially the poor, whose little money did even less to provide                 
them with necessary resources. According to a New York Times article by William Neuman and  
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Cold Weather Dress Code Controversy 
Continued... 

will continue to be upset and it will affect their daily           
school day. A Roosevelt staff will come up to them          
and ask them why they are in such a bad mood. As            
they are speaking, another student with a beanie and         
a out of dress code jacket comes up. A Roosevelt          
staff comes up and taps them on their shoulder,         
requesting for them to take it off. 

Sounds familiar, doesn’t it? Once again, the       
cycle reboots. This case-scenario happens to many       
Roosevelt scholars every day and it needs to be put          
to a halt. Don’t let this be you… Wouldn’t you          
consider this student smart by taking personal       
responsibility in daily excellence? Because I would       
and I hope you think the same. 

The Chaos Caused by Venezuela’s Government 
Continued... 

 
Source: Caribbean 360 

Nicholas Casey on May 20 2018, the day Maduro         
was re-elected, the official turnout was 46%, a low         
turnout compared to recent years where the turnout        
was 80%. These are two main reasons why Maduro         
is seen as illegitimate by many people.  

Currently Venezuela’s hyperinflation is estimated      
to reach up to 10 million percent by the end of the            
year. For the Venezuelan people this means that even         
the most basic necessary human resources, such as        
food and medical care are too expensive. Auristela        
Donawa, a 67 year old woman from Venezuela        
stated in a New York Times article that “We are          
starving here”. Her son, Dixon, had once agreed        
with the idea of a socialist government, a concept         
that Maduro and his predecessor, Hugo Chávez       
supported. However, he was shot in the stomach        
while protesting against the government. Now, food       
is very hard to acquire, especially for poor families         
like Mrs. Donawa’s, which is why Dixon eventually        
turned his back on Maduro.  

Unfortunately, many Venezuelans like Mrs.      
Donawa and Dixon are struggling to obtain food for         
their families, and while protesting lets them speak        
out for themselves and their country, it can also         
cause injuries, which Venezuela’s hospitals are not       
properly equipped to handle. Hospitals in Venezuela       
are lacking many necessary assets a hospital would        
normally provide - running water, medicine, doctors,       
electricity - and some patients even need to provide         
their own medicine, bandages and other equipment       
to the hospitals. And with unreliable equipment,       
many patients have lost their lives for reasons that         
the hospital could have prevented had they had        
consistent supplies, such as electricity.     
Unfortunately, these necessities have become very      
hard to obtain under the corrupt reign of Maduro.  

Nicolás Maduro served his first term as        
Venezuela’s president from 2013-2017 after his      
predecessor, Hugo Chavez, died in 2013. He was        
then re-elected in 2018, and by that time inflation         
rates were extremely high and many people were in         
need of help. Three days after Maduro began his         
second term in office, Juan Guaid ó, head of the         
national assembly declared himself interim president      
and had already gained the support of many        
Venezuelans. Since  Guaid ó’s declaration on May 23,       
2018, many countries have recognized him as       

 president, however the answer to the question of who is 
the legitimate president of Venezuela is very 
complicated and will be left with an indefinite answer.

Death at the Border 
Opinion

Frida B.  

 
Photo of the U.S./Mexican border by Francisco A . 
Lomeli 

Is crossing the U.S/Mexico border safe? According         
to the documentary, “Which Way Home,” the bodies of         
Eloy and Rosario bodies were found dead in the         
Arizona desert near the border from 2008-2009.  

 According to Andres Zea, the bodies were found one          
month later by border patrol after trying to reach the          
United States. Andres also said that when Rosario’s        
body was found, he had his birth certificate and         
belongings. Although the body was found with his        
belongings they still weren't sure if it really was his.          
Rosario’s body was so decomposed that they had to         
take a DNA test just to make sure that it was him. This             
has shown that Eloy’s and Rosario’s parents had let         
them make a really big life decision and that this          
tragedy was their consequence.  

Not only were there bodies found dead but their          
bodies were found separate from each other, which        
means that one of them probably got lost or they just           
decided to go their own ways. This also shows that you           
can't always trust kids or teens to get along even if           
they’re family, which is also why they teens shouldn't         
attempt to cross the border. 

In the documentary “Which Way Home” it said that          
“A government official tells them coldly, “I would like         
to express to you both that given the state in which           
[Rosario] was found, it is not possible to view’ [the          
body].” This has shown what repercussions families can        
experience when letting their kids or other young family         
member make a big life decision to cross the border. To           
sum up, kids or teens should not to be allowed to cross            
the border by themselves, or at all. 

Changing the Conversation on 
the Red Carpet 
Ellie B 

In today’s society, women’s rights are better than         
they have ever been. For example, now, women’s pay is          
equal to men’s, or at least closer. The levels of sexism           
have gone down, women have the right to vote, and          
women are treated with less abuse, and more like         
human beings rather than possessions. Women used to        
not be able to vote, find a job, were not able to get an              
education, and so much more. Now, women can vote,         
there are a lot more women working, women can get an           
education, and they are treated with more respect. There         
are many women breaking stereotypes like girls should        
stay home, cook, clean, and take care of kids. In today’s           
society, many women work and it is encouraged. There         
are marches, rallies, and organizations pushing for       
equality.  

Throughout history, women have been treated       
unfairly, and have fought for their rights. Although 

 
 

women have earned many rights, such voting, almost        
equal pay, and the right to a higer variety of jobs, there            
is still not gender equality everywhere. Women still get         
less pay for doing the same job as men, they are still            
treated poorly, and a lot of women are afraid to use           
their voice to do something about it.  

One of the places where sexism is prevalent is         
the red carpet, where reporters ask women different        
questions than men, questions about their appearance       
rather than their career. For instance, one reporter asked         
Jennifer Garner, an actress, how she can balance her         
home life and her work life. This question is sexist          
because many working mothers have a lot to balance         
with their kids as well as their career. There are many           
female celebrities such as Jennifer Lawrence and       
Melissa McCarthy, who are working to solve this issue. 

 
Jennifer Lawrence being interview at the 83rd 
Oscars red carpet (Source: The Celeb Factory). 

Many women and others, but specifically      
women on the red carpet are working to change the          
conversation with reporters from “What brand are you        
wearing?” or “Who designed your outfit?” to “What        
are your visions for your career?” or other questions         
like that. 

Specifically, Melissa McCarthy, an extremely     
famous, actor, who has been in many films, shut down          
a sexist question from a comment. The reporter told her          
that she was hideous in her film “Tammy” and Melissa          
McCarthy fired back with, “Would you do this to a          
man?". Melissa McCarthy, as a famous actor, has        
actually had to deal with a lot of sexism throughout her           
career. However, she’s not the only one.  

Jennifer Lawrence, a famous actor who played       
the role of Katniss Everdeen in  The Hunger Games , has          
also dealt with sexism. In an interview by  People         
Magazine , she said, “When I was much younger and         
starting out, I was told by producers of a film to lose 15             
pounds in two weeks. One girl before me had already          
been fired for not losing enough weight fast enough.”         
Later in the interview, she said, “I let myself be treated           
a certain way because I felt like I had to for my career.”             
Jennifer Lawrence is among the many who have been         
affected by sexism, changed by it. It isn’t a joke. 

Sexism is occurring in many places, in more        
ways than one. It is your job to report it and stand up             
for what is right. Sexism is unjust and we should be           
working to change it. It is one of the ongoing battles           
that women face every day. Actresses such as Melissa         
McCarthy and Jennifer Lawrence are actresses that are        
working to solve this issue by speaking out about their          
experiences and shutting down sexist comments or       
questions. Hopefully, in years to come, this battle will         
be over and the fight, the ongoing struggle, will be          
abolished. Generations to come will learn about the        
amazing women that changed history and fought for        
equal rights.  

Join Roughrider News next year and get 
your voice heard! 
 
Room B3, Ms. Kuncz 
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